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The readings were very generalized. The instructor can easily assign the students higher level readings that will 
encourage students to think more critically. The course was interesting but did not match upto the difficulty level of 
UG3/ UG4 students. Also, the second assignment was not vry helpful in terms of learning. Would like to suggest not 
to repeat it. The anonymization process is appreciated. 

so boring class , so many repetition , and learned nothing. 

Course material seemed very general and not enough for a high level PPE course. With the same amount of course 
material, subject matter could be made better. 

i like the prof. herman way of teaching because he focus on the student thinking and analyzing. 

Professor, you frequently change the assignments. I took your course and hoping that there will be simulation and 
we will be able to learn about the simulation process. However you switch it with the writing assignments. It seems 
to me it is a writing intensive course not a major course. It seems to me that taking too much courses is hampering 
you quality of teaching. My suggestion is, if you are not able to give your 100% to the students, because of extreme 
pressure then do not take too much courses in one semester. You have very limited office hours for many students 
and we have to go through many hardships to get ?one? appointment. Your participation and attendance marks are 
together 20% which is very high. If one student miss classes and cannot talk at class, these 20% can affects the 
overall grade. For these 20%, she will not able to get overall good marks even if she has highest marks in 
assignments. Attendance and participation is not the same thing than why you are counting it together? Professor, it 
is a request on you to judge students on their handworks / improvement and sincerity not on their talkative attitude. 
Another thing is you give high level readings that are totally new to some of us. We did not came from the region or 
countries where wars are very regular phenomena. So, the political issues we have learned from readings or media. 
So, it is normal that we will know very less from those who came from those places, so we do less participate in the 
classes however, we do our regular readings before coming to the class. 

This time he gave very bad grade to the students. It’s our final year and so he shouldn’t be so strict about grades. 
We all are planning for our grad school and with a low CGPA, it won’t be possible. 

The best professor I have ever had in AUW. 

professor you are biased towards some of your favourite students. I dont understand whats the point of taking only 
id then? moreover, your course was completely disorganized, you couldnt even give enough office hours!hopefully 
in future, you will be more careful regarding students results 

The instructor is very disciplined. I really like the way he teaches and manages his class. I like how strict he is with 
the attendance. He makes us think critically and answer critically in almost his all subjects. 

Professor, i really enjoyed taking thr course. However i would want you to providemore office hours to students. 
Since u havr a lot of students. 
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Biased 

He is very hard working professor and good at time management. He makes students to feel more comfortable in 
learning and participating in the class. His assignments are well organized that it made easier for the students to 
finish on time . 


